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The heart of a mom is wrapped up in the people she loves -- her children, her husband, her co-
workers, her friends. She wants to give them the very best of herself, but sometimes her busy
schedule gets in the way of the most precious gift she can give them -- her prayers.With this
unique tried-and-proven prayer system, even the busiest moms can have a rich prayer life that
impacts the people she loves the most. Author Lisa Whelchel offers seven categories of prayer
that can be used as they are or modified to fit each mom's special needs. By investing just ten
minutes a day, in one month, a mom can bring nearly one hundred and fifty matters before her
heavenly Father. From requests for her childrens' protection to wisdom in her personal life to
praise for God's constant faithfulness, this simple plan brings order and purpose to prayer.

About the AuthorSandi Patty is the most awarded female vocalist in contemporary Christian
music history with thirty-nine Dove Awards, five Grammy Awards, and four Billboard Music
Awards. Her twenty-four albums have sold more than eleven million units including three
platinum and five gold recordings. In 2004 Sandi was inducted into the GMA Hall of Fame and in
2005 she penned her autobiography Broken on the Back Row. She has regularly appeared on
network TV including The Tonight Show, Live! with Regis and Kathie Lee, CNN, and
Entertainment Tonight.
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BUDDY, “A very candid book.... Sandi Patty's "Broken on the Back Row" tells her life story from
the happy family she grew up in, to the happy (and large!) family she has now.But in between,
things have not always been pretty. During the 1980's, Sandi Patty had many best-selling gospel
albums, won numerous musical awards, sang for Presidents, and many young girls wished they
could be just like her. But she was so much in demand that it took a toll on her family life. She
didn't even cancel her tour when her then-baby daughter, Anna, was very sick in the
hospital.Then, Sandi Patty disapointed many fans (including myself) when she announced that
she was divorcing her husband, John Helvering. She made matters much worse by then having
an adulterous affair with the also-married Don Peslis. When the word got out, Sandi Patty was
humiliated. (Although, obviously, Peslis was just as guily as Patty, she is more well-known so she
took the most embarrassment.) But Sandi Patty takes full responsibility for the sins she
committed, and the humiliation she caused her family. She went through a long and difficult
process to make peace with God, and with all the people she hurt.Today, Sandi Patty has been
happily married to Don Peslis for ten years, and they have a blended family of eight kids
(although Anna is now grown up!) Her career is back on track. Last year she was inducted into
the Gospel Hall of Fame.As others have stated, this book contains no sordid details about what
went wrong in Patty's first marriage, nor anything explicit about her affair. So I wouldn't worry
about letting a young person read "Broken in the Back Row" by Sandi Patty.”

Writer Mom, “raw and revealing. This book had been on my wish list for a long time and I'm glad I
finally read it. Sandy Patty has been singing inspiring music for years and faced a firestorm of
criticism from the Christian community when she made a terrible decision that ruined her first
marriage and damaged her career.In this book she fesses up to all the accusations and
addresses the rumors (as if it were really anybody else's business). In a way it's a little creepy to
see that much of someone's private life revealed in a book.However, the redeeming quality here
is that the book seems to be written from a genuine desire to show the process of reconcilliation,
forgiveness, and redemption.In the book Sandy Patty was uncomfortably honest and open about
her sin. She did not gloss over it or call it anything other than sin. She admitted a willfull defiance
as well as telling lies to cover it up. Then she sought forgiveness of the people she wronged and
the God she disobeyed. The most interesting thing about the book was the process she went
through with her pastor and her church to seek restoration.After reading the book, I won't defend
the author or make excuses for her. I admire her for admitting her flaws and doing the hard work
of restoration.There is true danger in putting ANYONE on a pedestal as if they are somehow
"superchristian." Humans WILL fail and they WILL disappoint. But if anyone does this much work
to seek forgiveness, then they will have to find someone else to criticize them because it won't
be me.”



Staysun, “The Price of Fame. The price of fame, at least in the United States, is apparently very
high. The apparatus of publicity and adulation turns to vicious jabs and nasty remarks when the
initial positive publicity turns boring. Much like her occasional candid talks at her concerts over
the years, Sandi discusses many of the giddy high points and anguished sorrows on her roller
coaster ride as American Contemporary Christian Music's equivalent of Hollywood's Judy
Garland: An incredibly talented beloved artist stalked by glaring celebrity and exhausted by
overwork and intense pressure from business minded associates eager to exploit great success
for profit. But unlike Judy Garland, who suffered complete physical and emotional collapse in
middle age, Sandi Patty appears to be finding renewed energy and song on her "journey through
Grace and Forgiveness" in 2005. The unfolding prose of this autobiography amounts to a
survivor's story. Sandi has survived both inner traumas and outward derision from a reportedly
"Christian" following. There are several pages of photos, public and personal, and several key
lyrics from her best songs (the most revealing source of information about Sandi). The "tell-all"
biography of Sandi Patty may be written but it will be penned by a different author. This is a "love-
all" celebrity memoir about finding authenticity and renewal under a harsh blinding spotlight. 
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Falling Forward”

Tom F., “The greatest part of the book was her coming from a pinnacle peak to a place of
nothing, then forgiveness then restoration. As one who has followed Sandi Patti/Patty's career
since 1984, I was never privy to the facts of her changes, affair, marriage, re-marriage etc. I
really enjoyed the book. It was truly painful to read certain parts. One area of disappointment
was not really getting the deeper facts of her first marriage health or lack of and why. I am not
saying I wanted the "juicy parts" but, while not at all approving, it is difficult to empathize with her
affair and subsequent re-marriage when not understanding the first marriage dynamics. this is
very difficult to articulate. When I finished the book I encouraged my wife to read it also. She as
me enjoyed it but had some empty (lack of) understandings which did not fulfill. The greatest
part of the book was her coming from a pinnacle peak to a place of nothingness to a place of
forgiveness to a place of restoration. CSLewis said (paraphrase) if God makes something from
nothing then we have to get to a place of nothing to become something. Boy how true here.”

Cliff Dunn, “Life changing. Excellent autobiography. The way in which the author dealt with her
fall from grace and restoration to a place in the public domain is authentic. The pattern ans
support of the ministry of the church to her throughout shows great integrity and is a model of
how such situations should be dealt with.”

Valerie, “Four Stars. Very good.”

The book by Sandi Patty has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 160 people have provided feedback.
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